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Abstract. Pure titanium foils were bent by laser forming and the effect of α-β transformation and 
history of heat treatment of specimen on bending angle was investigated. The thickness of specimens 
was changed from 40 to 100µm, the length of them was 20mm and the width of them was 10mm. The 
specimens were annealed at 600-1100oC for 30 minutes in argon atmosphere. A 20W YVO4 laser was 
employed and laser power was changed from 2 to 16W. From the experimental results, when laser 
power was increased, bending angle also increased and it was dramatically changed at the laser 
powers occurring α-β transformation and melting. Bending angle increased as grain size increased 
and it jumped up when grain size exceeded the foil thickness and then became constant. Bending 
angle decreased by annealing after forming and degree of decrease was greater when the annealing 
temperature before forming was lower.  

Introduction 

Recently, reduction of mechanical and electrical parts size is advancing and high precision is 
required for forming micro parts.  In forming metal foils for micro parts, bending with high precision 
angle becomes more difficult as foil becomes thinner because of the effect of spring back.  

Laser forming process is one of forming methods for sheets and foils. In this process, distributions 
of thermal stress and reduction of yield stress due to local rapid heating by laser irradiation is used for 
bending of sheets. Thus, the effect of spring back is very small and this process is suitable for bending 
sheets and foils. By the way, general metals appear volume change due to phase transformation when 
they are heated to high temperature. Although laser forming utilize distribution of volume change, it 
is not taken into consideration for deformation mechanisms and equations of estimating bending 
angle, clearly [1-2]. In order to estimate bending angle more precisely, volume change by phase 
transformation should be investigated.  

In forming of metal parts, heat treatment is often carried out before and after forming. When heat 
treatment is performed before forming, microstructure such as grain size and shape, and phase change. 
When heat treatment is carried out after forming, phase transformation is happened, microstructure 
changes and residual stress disappears. Those changes by heat treatment affect to formability and 
shape change after heat treatment. 

In this study, pure titanium foils were employed for specimen and effect of volume change by 
phase transformation during forming was studied. By varying laser power, bending angle was 
measured in the cases occurring no transformation, transformation and surface melting. Next, effect 
of heat treatment on formability and shape change after heat treatment was investigated.  



Experimental Method 

Material. In this study, pure titanium foils with a length of 20mm, width of 10mm and thickness of 
40, 50 and 100µm were employed for specimen. They were annealed at 600oC for 30 minutes in 
argon atmosphere. Pure titanium has two crystal structures in solid state called α titanium having hcp 
structure and β titanium having bcc structure. The α-β transformation temperature is 882.5oC [3]. 
When pure titanium is lower than this temperature, hcp structure appears and if the temperature is 
over the temperature, α-β transformation to bcc structure is occurred and the volume increases 5.5% 
[4]. Melting temperature is 1668oC [5].  
Experimental Apparatus. An experimental apparatus for laser forming and shape measurement is 
shown in Fig. 1. To prevent oxidizing and nitriding during forming, the specimen was put in a glass 
chamber with argon atmosphere. A 20W YVO4 laser which wave length is 1064nm was used for laser 
forming. The glass chamber was fixed on a NC table. For forming, laser beam was irradiated on the 
specimen and scanned by galvano mirrors to perpendicular to the longitudinal direction. After 
forming, the glass chamber was moved to shape measuring place and bending angle was measured by 
a laser displacement sensor. 
Experimental Procedure. First, effect of volume change by phase transformation on bending angle 
was investigated. Working conditions are shown in Table 1. Laser power was changed and bending 
angle was measured. Since the thickness of foils are very small, it was often difficult to distinguish if 
the transformation occurred or not from observation by optical microscope, micro vickers hardness 
test was also carried out.  
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Fig. 1 Experimental set up for laser forming and measurement of bending angle. 

 
Table 1 Working conditions for studying effect of volume change by phase transformation on 
bending angle. 

Laser device Q-Switch pulsed YVO4 
Wave length [nm] 1064 
Frequency [kHz] 200 
Laser power [W] 2-14 

Laser scanning velocity [mm/s] 10 
Scanning number 1 

Forming atmosphere Ar 



Next, effect of grain size on bending angle was investigated. Heat treatment was performed before 
forming. Keeping time was fixed to 30 minutes and grain size of specimen was controlled by varying 
annealing temperature from 500 to 1100oC. Laser forming was carried out for heat treated specimens 
and bending angle was measured. 

Finally, effect of history of heat treatment on bending angle was studied. Recrystallized α titanium 
has equiaxed structure at room temperature. After heated up and transformed to β titanium and cooled 
down to room temperature, α titanium shows acicular structure. Working conditions are shown in 
Table 2. Equiaxed (annealed at 600oC  for 30 minutes) and acicular structures (annealed at 1000oC for 
30 minutes) specimens were prepared. For each specimen, laser forming was carried out by changing 
laser power, 9.2W (not transform) and 11.0W (transform), and bending angle was measured. After 
forming, all specimens were annealed to have acicular structure at 1000oC for 30 minutes and 
bending angle was measured again. 

Results and Discussions 

Effect of Volume Change by Phase Transformation.  
Hardness Change by Heat Treatment. Result of measuring hardness by changing annealing 

temperature is plotted in Fig. 2.  When annealing temperature is lower than the α-β transformation 
point, 882.5oC, equiaxed structure was appeared and hardness was less than 150HV. As annealing 
temperature increased, hardness started to increase from 800 to 1000oC (near the transformation 
point) and hardness was greater than 200HV at more than 1000oC. When annealing temperature was 

 
Table 2 History of heat treatment in laser forming and annealing. 

 Initial annealing Laser forming Final annealing 
(I) E E A 
(II) E A A 
(III) A E A 
(IV) A A A 

E: Equiaxed structure           A: Acicular structure 
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Fig. 2 Effect of annealing temperature on vickers hardness. 



higher than 882.5oC, acicular structure was observed at room temperature. For determination of 
occurring α-β transformation, not only observing microstructure by an optical microscope but also 
result of hardness test can be used.  

Laser power. Laser power was varied and occurring phase transformation was checked. 
Relationship between hardness and laser power is illustrated in Fig. 3. When laser power was less 
than 6.8W, hardness was lower than 150HV and when laser power was greater than 6.8W, hardness 
was greater than 150HV. From this result and Fig. 2, α-β transformation occurred when laser power 
was greater than 6.8W. 

Fig. 4 shows the optical micrographs of cross section of formed specimen by changing laser power. 
Fig. 4(a) is the case when laser power is 6.0W. Phase transformation did not happened and equiaxed 
structure was observed. Fig. 4(b) is the case when laser power is 7.6W. α-β transformation was 
occurred and acicular structure appeared at not only laser irradiated area but also neighboring area. In 
Fig. 4(c), laser power was 12.0W and melting at the specimen surface was observed. When laser 
power was greater than 8.6W, surface melting was observed. 

Bending angle. Relationship between bending angle and laser power is plotted in Fig. 5. From Fig. 
3 and Fig. 4, the laser powers occurring α-β transformation and surface melting were 6.8W and 8.6W, 
respectively. Generally, as laser power increased, bending angle also increased gradually. But 
increasing rate of bending angle became larger at 6.8 and 8.6W which laser powers induce α-β 
transformation and surface melting. The reason is considered as follows. Bending angle depends on 
the volume expansion at the laser irradiated area. This volume expansion induces compressive stress 
due to volume difference to neighboring area. Since α-β transformation or melting is occurred at only 
surface area, the volume difference becomes large and increasing rate of bending angle is great. 
Effect of Grain Size. Fig. 6 illustrates grain size after 30 minutes annealing at various temperature. 
Grain size became greater as annealing temperature elevated, especially, increasing rate was high at 
more than 900oC.  

Effect of grain size on bending angle is plotted in Fig. 7.  In this experiment, α-β transformation 
did not occurred when laser power was 8 and 9W. In these conditions, grain size did not affect to 
bending angle. But when laser power was greater than 10W, α-β transformation occurred, as grain  
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Fig. 3 Relation between hardness and laser power. 
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Fig. 4 Cross-sectional optical micrograph of formed specimens. 
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Fig. 5 Relation between bending angle and laser power. 
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Fig. 6 Effect of annealing temperature on grain size. 
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Fig. 7 Relation between bending angle and grain size with various laser power. 

 
size increased, bending angle increased dramatically when grain size is smaller than 50µm and then 
became almost constant at greater than 50µm. 

To investigate the reason why increasing rate of bending angle changes dramatically at grain size 
of 50µm, the same size of specimen thickness, thickness of specimen was changed. Specimens 
having different thickness (40, 50 and 100µm) were annealed and grain size was controlled to 50, 100 
and 150µm, respectively. Those specimens were formed at laser power of 9.8W and the results are 
plotted in Fig. 8. The horizontal axis means a ratio of grain size to thickness, d/t. For every thickness, 
bending angle jumped up and became constant when grain size exceeded the thickness. 



Effect of History of Heat Treatment. As shown in Table 2, specimens having different structures, 
equiaxed and acicular structures, were prepared and formed with two different laser power, 9.2W (not 
transformed) and 11W (transformed), and then bending angle was measured. After measuring 
bending angle, specimen was annealed to have acicular structure at 1000oC for 30 minutes and 
bending angle was measured again. To compare the change of bending angle between before and 
after heat treatment, bending angle just after forming was adjusted to about 10 degrees.  

Variation of bending angle by heat treatment after forming is shown in Fig. 9. When specimens 
were processed to have equiaxed structure before forming, cases (I) and (II), bending angle decreased 
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Fig. 8 Effect of ratio of grain size to thickness on bending angle. 
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Fig. 9 Change of bending angle by heat treatment after forming. 



much after heat treatment, and when specimens annealed to have acicular structure before forming, 
cases (III) and (IV), bending angle did not changed or decreased a little after heat treatment. 

This reason is considered as follows. Just after forming, tensile stress remains at laser irradiated 
part. When heat treatment is carried out after forming, recrystallization and recovery are occurred. 
Then  residual stress is eliminated and elastic deformation is reduced and bending angle decreases. 
This reduction of bending angle is greater when α-β transformation is occurred. In the cases of (I) and 
(II), equiaxed structure transformed to acicular structure by heat treatment. Bending angle reduces 
much because of recrystallization, recovery, elimination of residual stress. On the other hand, in the 
cases of (III) and (IV), since α-β transformation does not occur by heat treatment, degree of 
recrystallization and recovery is small and reduction of bending angle is also small. Comparing cases 
(I) and (II), whole volume transforms from equiaxed structure to acicular structure in case (I), but in 
case (II), volume of occurring α-β transformation during heat treatment is smaller than the case (I) 
since formed part is already changed to acicular structure. Thus, variation of bending angle in the case 
(I) is larger than that of the case (II). Comparing cases (III) and (IV), in the case of (IV), laser power 
is enough large to happen recrystallzation and residual stress is almost eliminated just after forming, 
but in the case of (III), laser power is smaller than that of the case (IV) and residual stress is not 
eliminated enough. Thus, variation of bending angle in the case of (III) is greater than that of the case 
of (IV). 

Conclusions 

In this study, pure titanium foils was used for bending by laser forming process and effects of α-β 
transformation during forming, grain size of specimen and heat treatment before and after forming on 
bending angle were investigated and following results were obtained. 
(1) When laser power increased, bending angle also increased gradually. Bending angle, however, 

increased dramatically at the laser powers occurring α-β transformation and melting. Thus, 
working conditions should be determined carefully for precise bending of foils by laser forming.  

(2) As grain size became larger, bending angle also increased when grain size was smaller than the 
thickness of foil. When grain size was greater than the thickness of foil, bending angle was 
almost constant. 

(3) Heat treatment conditions of before and after forming and laser power were changed to control 
microstructure and effect of history of heat treatment on variation of bending angle after heat 
treatment was studied. As volume occurring α-β transformation and recrystallization was larger, 
reduction of bending angle was smaller. Thus, bending angle should be a little larger by forming 
if heat treatment would be carried out after forming. 
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